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Baggage size

It is possible to carry only one baggage per person, which size is no more than cm. 60x40x20 and 10Kg weight.
Small animals can be carried if in cages not larger than cm. 43x33x34.

Items allowed in the cabin:
You are allowed to carry:
one item of hand baggage, which total sizes measure no more than 115 cm.
(Note: From 6 May 2008, the hand baggage shall measure no more than 60 cm in height, 40 cm in width and 20 cm in depth.
Sizes include: handles, bands, strips, side pockets, wheels and any other protruding object).
a handbag or a briefcase or a laptop computer, a camera or other photographic devices or a CD player
an overcoat or raincoat
an umbrella or walking stick
a pair of crutches or other walking aid books or reading materials
carry-cot/stroller and milk/food for children, required during the trip
items purchased at the duty-free shops of the airport or aboard the aircraft
essential liquid/solid medicines for personal medical-therapeutic and dietary use, required during the trip. All liquid medicines
shall be accompanied by a medical prescription.
liquids, in singular containers no larger than 100 ml or equivalent (ex. 100 g), shall be put into closed resealable transparent
plastic bags with a capacity not exceeding 1 litre (or approximately 18 x 20 cm in size) and shall be inspected separately from the
hand baggage. Allowed liquids include: water and other beverages, soups, syrups, creams, lotions and oils, perfumes and spray
products, gels (including hair and shower gels), shaving foams and other vacuum foams, deodorants, paste product (including
tooth-pastes); liquid and solid mixtures, mascaras and any other product having the same consistency.
A resealable transparent plastic bag shall be intended as a container allowing to easily identify its content, without opening it. It
shall be provided with a zip or a press-stud closure or other entirely resealing systems.
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 Items prohibited in the cabin:
Guns, firearms and other
weapon:

all firearms (pistols, revolvers, rifles, shotguns etc.), replica and imitation firearms or firearms
components (excluding telescopic sighting devices and sights)
air pistols and rifles and pellet guns signal flare pistols
starter pistols
all kinds of toy guns ball bearing guns
industrial bolt and nail guns crossbows
slingshots
harpoon gun and spear guns
animal humane killers
stun or shocking devices, such as teasers and cattle prods, ballistic conducted energy
weapons (laser) lighters shaped like a firearm

Pointed/edged weapons and
sharp objects:

axes & hatchets
arrows and darts
crampons, harpoons and spears
ice axes & ice picks (pointed tools) ice skates
pocket knives and flick knives
knives with blades of more than 6 cm, including ceremonial knives, made of metal or any other
material strong enough to be used as a potential weapon
meat cleavers, machetes
open razors and blades (excluding safety or disposable razors with blades enclosed in
cartridge) sabres, swords and sword-sticks
scalpels
scissors with blades more than 6 cm, ski and walking/hiking poles, throwing stars, tools that
can be used as a pointed or edged weapon (e.g. drills and drill bits, cutters, utility knives, all
saws, screwdrivers, crowbars, hammers, pliers, wrenches, blow torches)

Blunt objects:

baseball and softball bats
clubs or batons - rigid or flexible (e.g. blackjacks, billy clubs, and similar cricket bats)
golf clubs, hockey sticks, lacrosse sticks
kayak and canoe paddles
skateboards, pool cues and similar cue sticks fishing rods
martial arts equipment (e.g. knuckle dusters, clubs, blunt instruments, rice
flails, num-chucks, kubatons, kubasaunts).

Explosives and incendiary
substances:

ammunition blasting caps detonators and fuses
explosives and explosive devices
replica or imitation explosive devices mines and other explosive military stores
all kinds of grenades
gas & gas containers (e.g. propane, butane, acetylene, oxygen - in large quantities)
fireworks, all kinds of flares and other pyrotechnic items (such as firecrackers and inoffensive
cartridges) strike-anywhere matches
smoke-generating sticks and cartridges
flammable liquids (e.g. gasoline, diesel, fuels for lighters, alcohol, ethanol, aerosol spray paint,
white spirit and varnish solvent)
alcoholic beverages exceeding 70% by volume

Chemical and toxic
substances:

acids and alkalis (e.g. spillable "wet" batteries)
corrosive or bleaching substances (e.g. mercury, chlorine)
disabling or incapacitating sprays (e.g. mace, pepper spray, tear gas) radioactive material (e.g.
medicinal or commercial isotopes, poisons)
infectious or biological hazardous material (e.g. infected blood, bacteria and viruses, material
capable of spontaneous ignition or combustion, fire extinguishers)
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water and other beverages, soups, syrups, creams, lotions and oils, perfumes and spray
products, gels (including hair and shower gels),
shaving foams and other vacuum foams, deodorants, paste product (including tooth-pastes),
liquid and solid mixtures, mascaras
and any other product having the same consistency unless they are stored in singular
containers no larger than 100 ml or equivalent (ex. 100 g), to be carried into closed resealable
transparent plastic bags with a capacity not exceeding 1 litre (or approximately 18 x 20 cm in
size) and to be inspected separately from the hand baggage.
A resealable transparent plastic bag shall be intended as a container allowing to easily identify
its content, without opening it. It shall be provided with a zip or a press-stud closure or other
entirely resealing systems.
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